THE ORIGINS
AND EVOLUTION
OF CLIMATE
DISINFORMATION

The following publication is the first of a three-part series on climate change
disinformation. These papers analyze the origins of climate disinformation,
expose the international and domestic sources of climate disinformation, and
calculate climate disinformation’s impact.
I. Origins and Evolution of Climate Disinformation
Despite scientific consensus that climate change is both real and
anthropogenic, climate policy around the world is insufficient and constantly
contested. Internationally, several countries have shown some success in
reaching emission goals, while many others––including the United
States––have put forth minimal effort.1 Climate policy in the United States is
paralyzed by partisan division, with salient legislation repeatedly failing due to
gridlock. While these political issues may transpire domestically, the impacts
are global. The United States alone is responsible for emitting more than 15%
of the world’s CO2 emissions.2 Atmospheric emissions know no borders; so
long as the United States and other serious contributors fail to significantly
reduce CO2 emissions, the entire planet is at risk.
Domestic polling about how many citizens believe in climate change occurs
constantly. A survey conducted among about 2,000 people in early 2021
indicated that only 50% of United States citizens believe that climate change
poses a “critical threat.”3 Conversely, 19% of respondents said climate change
is “not an important threat at all.” The sample size includes a representative
number of eligible voters with a wide range of demographics. These statistics
are likely the result of decades of false claims promoted by energy
corporations which contributed to the widespread climate debate in U.S.
society. Driven by profit maximization, fossil fuel industries have undertaken a
decades-long disinformation campaign to obstruct meaningful climate
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legislation. In this paper, we discuss the origins and evolutions of climate
disinformation in the United States.
Exxon and The Origins of Climate Denial
Exxon hired scientists to conduct extensive research on climate change
beginning as early as the 1950s. They found evidence that climate change was
caused by humans.4 As Exxon’s and other companies’ climate research
programs continued into the 1980s and 1990s, a concrete scientific consensus
emerged: climate change is anthropogenic and largely caused by the
burning of fossil fuels.5 Armed with this early knowledge of human-caused
climate change and the severe ramifications it posed for the future of the
planet, Exxon opted to muddy the waters by releasing a slew of publications
designed to cast doubt on the realities of human-caused climate change.6
In October 2019, a hearing titled “Examining the Oil Industry’s Efforts to
Suppress the Truth about Climate Change” was held by a subcommittee of
the House of Representatives Oversight and Reform Committee. During the
hearing, former Exxon climate scientist Dr. Ed Garvey provided a written
testimony stating, “Exxon knew of the anthropogenic climate change issue
and considered it a sufficiently important problem to the company, and
perhaps to society, that it funded and undertook a major research
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investigation of the world’s atmospheric and oceanic CO2 levels. … The
corporation was well aware of the potential problem caused by rising CO2
levels.”7 Despite this awareness, Exxon spent decades employing various
tactics as a part of a disinformation campaign designed to cast doubt on the
very same science they had funded.8
Most notably, Exxon communications presented human-caused climate
change as an ongoing debate between two equal sides rather than a
scientific consensus, under the guise of promoting “a balanced scientific
approach.”9 Exxon’s misrepresentation of the scientific community’s
consensus set a precedent for future media coverage of climate science,
resulting in a disproportionate amount of media coverage focused on climate
change skepticism in the United States.10 The media landscape was primed to
advocate for “both sides” of the story in order to remain unbiased. This was
because the credibility of the media had diminished: “After years of yellow
journalism tanking the credibility of the media, the number one concern of
reporters during the 1950s was to be as objective as possible so they could not
be accused of bias.”11 In taking advantage of objective media, it caused
Americans to question the integrity of the scientific community’s
overwhelming 97% consensus.12
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Tactics Exxon used in its messaging on climate change closely mirrors that of
the tobacco industry during the mid-60s and late 80s.13 An analysis of Exxon’s
climate change publications conducted in May 2021 found that the rhetoric
employed in its advertorials “downplays the reality and seriousness of climate
change, normalizes fossil fuel lock-in, and individualizes responsibility” tactics
which “mimic the tobacco industry's documented strategy of shifting
responsibility away from corporations.”14 Big Tobacco downplayed the effects
of smoking and questioned the connections to cancer. ExxonMobil borrowed
from Big Tobacco’s playbook by questioning the science and the specific
connection to fossil fuels. They both pushed an agenda of delayed action.
“Unsettled Science,” a paper published by ExxonMobil in the year 2000,
argued that the scientific community did not yet have enough evidence to
reach a solid consensus on the science of human-caused climate change, and
furthermore employed “the same delay argument as the tobacco industry:
‘Let’s wait before we act.’”15
Several specific instances of Exxon disseminating false information appear in
former Exxon consultant Dr. Martin Hoffert’s written testimony from the 2019
House hearing. Many are highlighted in the next section of this paper, where
we examine cases of players in the fossil fuel industry misrepresenting
research findings on climate change.16
The Fossil Fuel Industry and Climate Denial: Who Knew What and When?
The following is an overview of when scientific information was published and
presented to fossil fuel companies combined with what those companies did
to mislead the public.
View the interactive version here.
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Methods of Denial
Initially, as public knowledge of climate change was limited, fossil fuel
companies faced few obstacles in diverting national attention away from
global warming: not many people had heard of climate change, few

researchers were studying it, and long-term impacts were virtually unknown.17
However, the last several decades of extensive and accurate research show
an alarming climate projection that casts doubt on the companies’ claims
by diminishing their denial credibility, thereby forcing companies to change
their disinformation tactics.
Denial arguments––reasons or evidence as to why climate change does not
exist––were foundational for fossil fuel companies. These arguments have
proven to be contradictory due to faulty logic. For example, someone cannot
say “Snowfall means that climate change doesn’t exist” in the same breath as
“Fires burning on the ocean can’t prove climate change.” It uses the same
logic to justify adverse weather conditions.18 The following are the most
common denial arguments in climate literature:
A. Milankovitch Cycles
The argument for Milankovitch Cycles, theorized in 1941, contends that global
temperature change is a part of the Earth’s natural process. These cycles, also
known as the Ice Age cycles, theorize Earth’s relative position to the sun
impacts Earth’s long-term climate. The eccentricity (orbit), obliquity (angle of
the axis) and precession (direction of rotation) of the Earth all impact the
temperature.
The foundational problem with Milankovitch Cycles is timing. The cycles
described happen over thousands of years, so the argument cannot account
for the current period of exponential change in climate that the Earth has
undergone since the Industrial Revolution.19 Additionally, the Earth’s
eccentricity, obliquity, and precession have not changed rapidly enough to
explain the drastic global climate changes in the past several decades. Earth
is currently in the interglacial period in the cycle, where there is a milder
climate, but it should be cooling.20 The pre-industrial period global
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temperature, often defined as “before human activities,” ranges from 1850 to
1900 since few instrumental temperature recording devices existed before
then.21 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) details overall
global temperature rises at a 0.2 degree Celsius increase per decade with
high confidence.22 There has been an overall 1 degree Celsius increase in
global temperature since pre-industrial times, according to the IPCC. The
report details a litany of problems in the status quo from those temperature
variations and elaborates on the dangers of reaching the 1.5 degree range. The
rapid temperature changes do not align with the Milankovitch Cycle timing.
The American Petroleum Institute (API) detailed this argument in their 1979
“corrections to background paper” on effects of carbon dioxide:
"We are now in a cooling phase, due to normal cyclic climatic behavior,
and will not revert to a warming trend until 1990. It is not likely that any
‘warming’ effects of CO2 will be apparent until at least the year 2000,
and probably beyond this time…Therefore, it is unlikely this effect will be
‘noticeable within the next twenty years.’"23
This quote justifies changes in the climate by saying the Earth will “balance it
out in the cooling phase.” It’s clear that they are using Milankovitch Cycles to
justify how abnormalities will “even out” mixing in a delay argument as well.
B. Inaccurate Data
Exxon and other petroleum companies faced concrete evidence of climate
change in a 1980 meeting featuring Dr. J. A. Laurman, expert on CO2 and
climate.24 That previous year, API had already set a standard for questioning
the integrity of scientific information: they labeled the data as misleading,
21
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using jargon about “absolute percentages” without any evidence of their own.
Absolutes are unrealistic standards of proof in science; the 97% consensus on
human-caused climate change should be more than enough to motivate
companies and politicians to work to reduce emissions. However, by
demanding concrete, unrealistic standards of proof, fossil fuel companies
were able to cast doubt onto the scientific consensus of climate change
without any real scientific basis. This same tactic was used by tobacco
companies to sow doubt on the science of nicotine carcinogens.
C. Cold Weather
The cold weather argument cherry-picks instances of snowfall or freezing
temperatures and uses them to justify that global climate change doesn’t
exist. That logic can be boiled down to the idea that no place can be cold if
there is global warming. The cold-weather argument is futile because the
same logic works in reverse: general weather trends show that there is an
increasing number of adverse conditions around the world. Not all weather
around the world is the same and this argument becomes persuasive
because individuals tend to analyze only their immediate surroundings.25
Donald Trump used this argument frequently when talking about climate
change especially in this tweet saying:
“In the beautiful Midwest, windchill temperatures are reaching minus
60 degrees, the coldest ever recorded. In coming days, expected to get
even colder. People can’t last outside even for minutes. What the hell is
going on with Global Waming? Please come back fast, we need you!”26
A global and comprehensive perspective on available data is key when talking
about climate. Pinpointing certain areas and instances of cold weather does
not mean overall CO2 levels and global temperatures are static or decreasing.
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The patchwork of arguments climate deniers created over the years is
unraveling as disinformation tactics are exposed and contradictions emerge.27
Therefore, deniers along with fossil fuel companies have been encouraged to
alter disinformation tactics. Arguments have transitioned from outsight
denial into “deception, distraction, and delay.”28
Status Quo Tactics
Currently, it’s easier for fossil fuel companies to focus on lobbying because of
the impact the internet has on sharing disinformation. Conspiracy theories
are easily promoted and shared by politicians and biased websites.29
Misinformation is also using more individualized logic. People have become
interested in the weather that’s happening in their backyards to justify that
climate change doesn’t exist, thereby creating a magnified version of the
“Cold Weather” argument.
Additionally, companies are promoting “going green” and are “looking into
renewable energy.” Those advertising claims are futile and efforts are
insufficient. Fossil fuel companies have been sued for that rhetoric.30 Early
documents of Exxon and other fossil fuel industries already showed the
necessity of looking into different forms of energy decades ago. Others also
critique that they aren’t doing enough.31 This “green” campaign tactic is a mix
of distraction and delay.
Furthermore, companies have been promoting solution misinformation. This
method pushes that solutions to climate change can result from individual
27
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changes like going vegan or not using straws.32 By shifting the burden from
producers to consumers, it forces people to look at their individual actions
while fossil fuel producers avoid the climate change burden.33
Summary
Climate change disinformation is not new: it was promoted by fossil fuel
companies since scientists began researching climate effects in the mid
1900s. By questioning the validity of the scientific data and by using the
denial methods, companies like ExxonMobil have gotten away with
preventing climate regulations. It is important for these fossil fuel companies
to be held accountable and to recognize that disinformation tactics are not
going away.
Throughout these disinformation campaigns, fossil fuel companies maintain
an intense motivation to prevent government regulations and deny climate
change: the appeasement of shareholders. Parts 2-4 of this publication
describe disinformation sources, its impact and potential solutions for climate
disinformation.
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